Governor Parson recently stated that he does not believe the majority of Missouri’s K-12 schools are forcing an illiberal, intolerant, and divisive ideology upon our children.

His belief, unfortunately, is incorrect. In fact, schools across the nation -- including Missouri -- are teaching students a limited and negative view of themselves, each other, and our nation. At least 20% of Missouri’s K-12 students are in Districts promoting CRT, many in the St. Louis area. They are using the anodyne language of “diversity, equity, and inclusion,” when really they are promoting regressive and racialist ideas that tell students that their skin color is their defining quality and that our nation is irredeemably racist. We fully support a fair, balanced, and accurate teaching of our nation’s history, including its failings and its great successes. But we can no longer stand by as local schools teach our children the limiting view that race is what defines them.

Share with Governor Parson your hope for a better, pro-human future by sending the attached message. Together, we can stand up for equality, fairness, and civil rights and liberties for all Americans.

Click the link below to log in and send your message:

https://www.votervoice.net/Broadca.../2cJ6_-bHpupvDzTk7VPw